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Abstract. Organizations establish policies on how employees should generate,
maintain, and use passwords to authenticate and gain access to the organiza-
tion’s information systems. This paper focuses on employees’ attitudes towards
organizational password policies and examines the impacts on their work-related
password activities that have security implications. We conducted a large-scale
survey (4,573 respondents) to investigate the relationships between the orga-
nizational password policies and employees’ password behaviors. The key
finding of this study is that employees’ attitudes toward the rationale behind
cybersecurity policies are statistically significant with their password behaviors
and experiences. Positive attitudes are related to more secure behaviors such as
choosing stronger passwords and writing down passwords less often, less
frustration with authentication procedures, and better understanding and
respecting the significance to protect passwords and system security. We pro-
pose future research to promote positive employees’ attitudes toward organi-
zational security policy that could facilitate the balance between security and
usability.
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1 Introduction

Passwords are the most widely used authentication mechanism for controlling
employees’ access to organizational information systems within public (e.g., govern-
ment) and private sectors (e.g., corporations). To protect data integrity and system
security, organizations often establish enterprise-specific password policies dictating
how employees should manage their organizational passwords, including: password
composition requirements on length and character usage, password expiration, pass-
word reuse policy (e.g., unique password for each system, can’t reuse the past 10 same/
similar passwords), and password storage requirements (e.g. can’t write down, can’t
share with others). Those password policies are intended to ensure good password
behaviors from the employees.

Often times, the stringent nature of those organizational password policies imposes
humanly-impossible challenges for employees to be fully compliant, especially with
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multiple passwords as there are fundamental limitations on human cognition, e.g.,
difficulty in generating complex passwords, limited memory span, memory decay,
recognition vs. recall, and memory interferences [e.g., 1–4]. However, policy makers
may not be fully informed of how many passwords an average employee must use to
access their organization’s information systems on a daily basis and how this could lead
to errors and affect productivity. Policy makers may not be aware that the overly
complex password policies only make it more difficult for employees to follow the
directives. These demands on managing multiple passwords often impose high cog-
nitive load on users and may indirectly weaken overall security as users are forced to
act in insecure manners with respect to their passwords such as reusing password across
multiple accounts, e.g., [3, 5, 6] or writing down passwords, e.g., [7, 8].

Research in the security and usability community in the past has provided
invaluable insight on users’ password behaviors. However, most of those studies are on
non-work related accounts such as personal emails, websites, social media or school
accounts. Questions regarding security activities and practices in the workplace such as
employees’ attitudes toward strict password policies, amount of time and effort
employees spend on generating passwords, employees’ authentication experiences and
activities, and potential relationships among those questions have remained
unanswered.

Research has shown that attitudes can guide, influence, shape, or predict behaviors
as summarized by Kraus [9]. Employees’ positivity is associated with positive attitudes
and behaviors and may combat negative reactions to organization-wise changes or
policy viewed as unfavorable [10]. In this study, we focus on investigating employees’
password behaviors across three stages in the end-user password management lifecycle,
namely, generation, maintenance, and authentication [11]. We examine employees’
attitudes and experiences with respect to organizational policies in order to inform the
development of effective password policies that take both security and usability into
considerations. This research explores the relationships between the organizational
password policy and employees’ password and security activities to answer questions
such as: are there possible associations amongst employees’ attitudes toward password
requirements of length and complexity and employees’ password generation strategies
or employees’ propensity to store and “write down” passwords or how much
employees experience login problems?

2 Methodology

We designed an on-line survey to collect data on employees’ password management
behaviors and their attitudes toward computer security and policy with respect to their
work accounts and not personal or social accounts by sampling the United States (US)
government workers. This paper focuses on the data collected from employees of the
Bureaus of the US Department of Commerce (DOC). The survey was sent out via email
to DOC employees asking for voluntary participation. The employees were informed
that their responses would be collected anonymously to reduce possible social desir-
ability bias and to encourage more honest responses [12].
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The survey consists of nineteen questions related to password management and
computer security and six demographic questions. The complete survey and detail
results are documented in the NIST internal report – NISTIR7991 [13]. On average, it
took those who elected to take the survey about fifteen minutes to complete. A total of
4,573 DOC employees completed the survey.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Attitudes Toward Password Policy and Requirements

In general, employees thought that their bureaus have clearly communicated the
password policy (very clear – 53.8 %, somewhat clear – 33.1 %). Although “using the
same password for different accounts” is prohibited in most bureaus’ policies, more
than 50 % respondents admitted that they have done that (always – 17.9 %, more than
half of my accounts – 19.8 %, about half of my accounts – 18.9 %).

The majority of employees viewed the organizational password requirements as
burdensome: too long (56.9 %) and too complex (50.7 %), as shown in Table 1. While
most bureaus require password lifespan be shorter than 90 days, employees felt that
their work-related passwords change too frequently as over 70 % of the respondents
preferred that a password stays valid for longer than 90.

Although the bureaus have done a good job in communicating the password pol-
icies to their employees, these policies undermine employees’ main concerns to be
productive at their jobs. It results in usability issues and behaviors that may decrease
security. The organizational password requirements have become more and more

Table 1. Employees’ attitudes toward password requirements

Question Scale Count %

Password length requirement Too long 2604 56.9 %
About right 1644 36.0 %
Too short 41 0.9 %
No opinion 285 6.2 %

Password complexity requirement Too complex 2318 50.7 %
About right 2017 44.1 %
Too simple 25 0.6 %
No opinion 213 4.6 %

Preferred password lifespan 30 days or less 61 1.3 %
31-60 days 263 5.8 %
61-90 days 857 18.7 %
91-120 days 831 18.2 %
121-180 days 792 17.3 %
181 days or more 1602 35.0 %
No opinion 167 3.7 %
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stringent over the past decade, i.e., long passwords, complex composition rules, and
frequent change cycles, and have imposed burdens on the end-users. Many respondents
expressed their frustration toward the requirements. One stated, “Sometimes it’s[sic]
taken me 20 min to change a password to one that meets the requirements and isn’t too
far off from my other ones (so I can remember it!).” Another one stated, “I understand
that for ‘security’ reasons it is good to change a password - but seriously are we all
expected to magically remember 12 different passwords, most of which are 10 cha-
recters[sic] long, and can’t look like a word (I agree with the reason for the complexity
- it just hard on the user).” Yet another respondent echoed, “The requirements have
gotten so complex and the valid timeframe has shortened that that[sic] I often need to
write down my passwords.” Some respondent wrote, “Security has become so complex,
it’s interfering with being able to do a job efficiently.”

3.2 Importance of Employees’ Attitudes Toward Password Requirements

While over 50 % of the respondents viewed the length and complexity requirements as
burdensome (i.e. too long, too complex), there were still a good number of respondents
who were quite receptive to those requirements (36 % chose about right for password
length and 44 % chose about right for password complexity). It is of great interest to
investigate whether these two divergent views hold any relationships to employees’
password and security behaviors.

We categorize responses based on respondents’ attitudes toward the password
requirements: the burdensome group respondents view the length requirement as too
long or view the complexity requirement as too complex; the about right group
respondents view the length requirement as about right or view the complexity
requirement as about right. We compare differences in responses from this categori-
zation to examine their relationships with the employees’ attitudes. Before performing
any statistical analyses, we carefully examined the demographic characteristics of the
respondents based on these divergent views to make sure that the demographic dis-
tributions are relatively consistent and comparable (see Appendix). As those survey
responses are either nominal or ordinal data, we used a nonparametric statistical
method, namely, Mann-Whitney Independent Samples U test, for comparisons between
independent samples. The level of all tests for statistical significance is set to 0.05. It
should be noted that any significant differences only show the existence of relationships
between attitudes and users’ security behaviors and experiences and do not provide the
direction of causality.

3.2.1 Password Generation Considerations
The two most important considerations for the DOC respondents while generating
passwords are Easy to remember (81.0 %) and Compliant (58.3 %), and the least is
Strong (31.3 %) [12]. We investigate whether there are differences in those consider-
ations between the burdensome group and the about right group, for employees’
attitudes toward password length requirement and complexity requirement. All com-
parisons are statistically significant (p < 0.05).
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To demonstrate those differences, we examine the responses of “very important” on
those password generation considerations. We plot the data from those three consid-
erations against the two divergent views toward the length and complexity require-
ments (Fig. 1) for the frequently used passwords. The trends for the occasionally used
passwords are similar.

While Easy to remember is still the most important consideration during password
generation for both groups, significantly more respondents who find the password
requirements burdensome rate it as “very important” compared to those who find the
requirements about right. For example, for the length requirement, 86.0 % of the
burdensome group view Easy to remember as a very important password generation
consideration while 75.4 % of the about right group rate it as very important. The
attitudes toward the complexity requirement follow the same trend for the Easy to
remember consideration with 11 % difference between the two groups.

Interestingly, it is the opposite for Compliant and Strong considerations. The dif-
ference between the burdensome respondents and the about right respondents is about
15 % for consideration of being Compliant for frequently used passwords, i.e. sig-
nificantly more respondents who find the requirements about right rate Compliant as
“very important”; whereas for Strong consideration, the percentage of the burdensome
respondents rate Strong as “very important” is much lower (about half) than the per-
centage of the about right respondents.

3.2.2 Password Generation Strategies
Reusing passwords and modifying from existing passwords are often viewed as
insecure user practices, e.g., [14, 15]. However, the top three password strategies used
for generating frequently used passwords are: Minor change (67.8 %), Existing pass-
word (43.5 %), and Recycle old passwords (38.2 %) [12]. This indicates that employees
are trying to minimize their effort in generating passwords by utilizing characters from
existing passwords partially or fully, or they have difficulties in generating a completely
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Fig. 1. Password generation considerations with respect to attitudes toward requirements
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different new password each time when a password generation event is triggered (e.g.,
old password expired, new account setup, password compromised).

When comparing between the burdensome group and the about right group, there
are significant differences on all comparisons of those top three password generation
strategies (p < 0.05). The burdensome group tend to use those strategies to generate
their frequently used passwords more often compared to the about right group as
shown in Fig. 2. The differences range from 7 % to 13 %.

3.2.3 Storing or “Writing Down” Passwords
While it is a common practice in organizations to prohibit or discourage employees
from storing their work-related passwords in any forms such as writing on paper or
saving electronically in files or devices, it has been proven that solely relying on
memorization is humanly impossible when users have to juggle multiple passwords at
the same time. From this survey, the primary methods for tracking frequently used
passwords are memorization (69.0 %), writing down on paper (64.4 %) (either dis-
guised, locked, or in plain view), and saving electronically in files (28.8 %) (unen-
crypted or encrypted) [12]. However, if we look at various storing methods together
(paper, file, electronic device, or password manager), a much higher percentage of the
respondents (84.5 %) reported using at least one of those password storing methods for
their frequently used passwords.

When we examine closely the relationship between employees’ attitudes toward
password requirements and their password tracking methods by comparing the two
groups burdensome and about right, we find all comparisons statistically significant
(p < 0.05). When employees think the passwords requirements are burdensome, they
use memorization less, write on paper more, and store in files more, compared to
respondents who think the requirements are about right (Fig. 3).

This phenomenon is even more pronounced when we examine the data further by
looking at only the method of writing passwords on paper in plain view, e.g., on a
sticky note next to a computer or on a desk. In Fig. 4, it shows that there is about a
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Fig. 2. Top 3 password generation strategies with respect to attitudes toward requirements
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50 % drop of writing on paper in plain view when respondents think the requirements
are about right, compared to burdensome respondents – from 29.1 % to 15.9 %
regarding the length requirement and from 31.1 % to 16.3 % regarding the complexity
requirement. When we further narrow it down to the two extreme cases, i.e., respon-
dents who chose both about right and respondents who chose both too long and too
complex on the requirements, the difference is even more – from 33.1 % to 14.3 %.

3.2.4 Experience with Login Problems
People reported the top three login problems experienced at work in the past six months
as: mistyping password, forgetting password, and getting error messages while
changing a password [12]. When respondents view the password requirements as about
right, they are less likely to perceive a lot of frustration with the login problems. All
comparisons for the top three login problems between the two groups burdensome and
about right are statistically significant (p < 0.05).

To demonstrate those differences, we examine the responses of “a lot” of frustration
on the top three login problems. It shows a significant finding that the percentage of the
burdensome group experiencing a lot of login problems is about twice as much of the
percentage of the about right group across all three login problems (Fig. 5). For
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Fig. 3. Primary tracking methods with respect to attitude toward password requirements
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example, there is about a 45 % drop of feeling frustrated with mistyping passwords
when respondents think the requirements are about right, from the burdensome
respondents – from 33.0 % to 18.4 % regarding the length requirement and from
34.4 % to 18.8 % regarding the complexity requirement.

3.2.5 Perception on Consequences of Compromised Passwords
We asked an open-ended question on people’s perception of potential consequences if
their work-related passwords were compromised. The majority of the free-form
responses are related to the severity of the consequences, for example, “None. My work
is not sensitive.” (classified as None), “Minor consequences. Most data backed up in
multiple ways.” (classified as Minor), or “Major, system compromise, violation of
government trust.” (classified asMajor). We are surprised that a large percentage (35 %
total: 6.8 % – Don’t know, 22.8 % – None, and 5.3 % –Minor) of the responses did not
perceive major consequences (only 9.9 % mentioned Major consequences) from
potential compromises of the work-related passwords [12]. About 11 % of the
responses mentioned that the consequences would depend on the sensitivity of the
accounts compromised.

Upon further examination of the data, we discover an important relationship
between the perceived severity of consequences from compromised passwords and the
employees’ attitudes toward the password requirements as shown in Fig. 6. While the
perception of Minor consequences and Don’t know are about the same across different
groups, it is clear that the about right respondents are much less likely to answer None
consequences (-14 % difference for length requirement, and -17.4 % difference for
complexity requirement, both comparisons are statistically significant, p < 0.05) and
they are more likely to perceive Major consequences (+7.1 % difference for length
requirement, and +7.8 % difference for complexity requirement, both comparisons are
statistically significant, p < 0.05) if their work-related passwords were compromised.

Another interesting finding is that the about right group is more likely to gauge the
consequences depending on the types of accounts that the passwords might be
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compromised (+6.7 % for length requirement, and +6.6 % for complexity requirement,
both comparisons are statistically significant p < 0.05).

Further analysis of the two extreme cases: respondents choosing both about right
for the length and complexity requirements and respondents stating both as too bur-
densome, i.e. “too long” and “too complex,” we find the same trends with even bigger
differences (Fig. 6). For example, the both about right group is 21.3 % less likely to
perceive None consequences, 10.5 % more likely to perceive Major consequences, and
8.1 % more likely to gauge consequences depending on accounts.

4 Conclusions

The findings of this study on how people manage their work-related passwords show
that the cognitive demands to comply with organizational password policies (e.g.
length, composition rules, change frequency, reuse policy) and to maintain multiple
passwords have pushed to the limits of human cognition. The DOC employees felt that
the organizational policies require too long and too complex passwords, and the
passwords have to be changed too often. As a result, in order to perform their jobs
effectively, they have to employ coping mechanisms such as generating easy to
remember, less strong passwords, reusing existing passwords, and “writing down” their
passwords.

The key finding of this study is that employees’ attitudes toward the rationale
behind cybersecurity policies are statistically significant with their behaviors and
experiences. When employees hold positive attitudes toward the password require-
ments, they tend to employ more secure behaviors and have more positive experiences
throughout the three stages in password management lifecycle.

Compared to employees with negative attitudes toward the password requirements,
positive employees, when generating passwords, indicate that easy to remember is less
important, and compliant and strong become more important considerations. And,
positive employees tend to reuse passwords less often. When maintaining their work
passwords, positive employees are more likely to memorize passwords and “write
down” passwords less often. Employees with positive attitudes perceive less frustration
with login procedures and have better understanding and respecting to the significance
of the need to protect passwords and system security.
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While this survey was conducted with US federal employees, the findings are
applicable to all organizations with formal password policies and security procedures
for employees in the workplace. Currently, the security community is working toward
long-term solutions for the password challenges, e.g., [16]. We will continue to per-
form research on the factors in promoting positive employees’ attitudes toward cy-
bersecurity in general and passwords in particular. It is also of great interest to
investigate the direction of causality, i.e., if it’s the positive attitudes that lead to better
behaviors and experiences, or if it’s the better behaviors and experiences that form the
positive attitudes. We need to understand users’ cognitive processes during the three
stages of the password management lifecycle. It is imperative to research how people
manage both work-related passwords and personal passwords in order to understand
the interactions and the implications. Finally, organizational policies may need to be
updated and training may need to be re-examined for its effectiveness.

Appendix: Demographic Distributions Grouped by Respondents’
Attitudes Toward Password Requirements

Demographics Attitudes toward
length requirement

Attitudes toward
complexity
requirement

About
right

Too
long

About
right

Too
complex

Age <= 25 4.5 % 2.9 % 3.6 % 3.5 %
26–35 21.2 % 20.2 % 20.2 % 20.9 %
36–45 22.6 % 23.2 % 22.4 % 23.4 %
46–55 28.2 % 31.1 % 30.0 % 29.8 %
56–65 19.2 % 17.9 % 19.1 % 18.3 %
>= 66 2.6 % 2.2 % 2.9 % 1.8 %
(not specified) 1.6 % 2.4 % 1.8 % 2.3 %

Gender Male 57.6 % 57.8 % 57.4 % 58.0 %
Female 39.1 % 38.8 % 39.6 % 38.4 %
(not specified) 3.3 % 3.4 % 3.0 % 3.7 %

Education High school 8.8 % 5.8 % 8.7 % 5.5 %
Associate 5.2 % 5.3 % 5.4 % 5.0 %
Bachelor 35.4 % 34.6 % 34.1 % 35.6 %
Master 32.8 % 31.1 % 32.3 % 31.4 %
Doctorate 12.8 % 16.9 % 14.6 % 15.9 %
Professional
degree

2.2 % 2.8 % 1.9 % 3.1 %

(not specified) 2.8 % 3.6 % 3.1 % 3.4 %

(Continued)
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(Continued)

Demographics Attitudes toward
length requirement

Attitudes toward
complexity
requirement

About
right

Too
long

About
right

Too
complex

Computer skill (self
reported)

Novice 0.4 % 0.5 % 0.6 % 0.4 %
Average 27.4 % 29.3 % 28.2 % 29.2 %
Advanced 50.7 % 51.1 % 50.8 % 50.7 %
Expert 21.1 % 18.7 % 20.1 % 19.2 %
(not specified) 0.3 % 0.3 % 0.3 % 0.4 %

Federal service length
(years)

< 1 6.1 % 5.3 % 6.5 % 4.7 %
1–3 15.5 % 11.9 % 13.8 % 13.1 %
4–5 7.8 % 7.9 % 7.9 % 7.7 %
6–10 14.4 % 15.5 % 14.5 % 15.3 %
11–14 11.5 % 11.1 % 10.2 % 12.1 %
15–20 10.6 % 11.8 % 10.5 % 12.1 %
> 20 33.7 % 35.9 % 36.1 % 34.5 %
(not specified) 0.4 % 0.5 % 0.4 % 0.6 %

Job levels Executive 1.6 % 2.1 % 1.5 % 2.2 %
Manager 10.1 % 10.0 % 9.1 % 10.6 %
Supervisor 13.1 % 14.1 % 12.5 % 15.0 %
Team lead 10.9 % 12.1 % 10.9 % 12.1 %
Non-
supervisor

64.0 % 61.0 % 65.6 % 59.3 %

(not specified) 0.3 % 0.8 % 0.4 % 0.8 %
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